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The growing hostility and division between
Islam and the West comes at a time when
the United States and our allies need more
than ever to secure vital national interests
in the Middle East, to include energy
resources, regional stability, and the
suppression of terrorism. Our dilemma is
that dispatching troops to the region has
only increased hostility and fed the Islamist
propaganda mill while confirming in the
minds of many Americans and our allied
populations that intervention in these
regions is a counterproductive waste of
blood and treasure. The United States
needs to reduce its military footprint but at
the same time maintain the ability to back
its diplomacy with muscle. At present, our
methods of securing our interests in the
Middle East are confined to large Forward
Operating Bases (FOBs) occupied by
rotational units of U.S. Army Combat
troops and Marines with little cultural
knowledge and an operational focus. These
large American forces are supplemented by
Security Force Assistance (SFA) programs
that are primarily conducted by U.S. Army
Special Forces and counter-terrorist
strategies focused on covert operations
aimed at eliminating High Value Targets
(HVTs)that is, the leadership of Taliban
and Al-Qaeda terrorist organizations. One
partial solution to the problem of
underperforming indigenous forces and an
over emphasis on HVTs could be to create
an American Foreign Legion. The
establishment of a permanent force
recruited among non-U.S. citizens and led
by American officers might offer a flexible
tool to allow the U.S. military to secure
American interests in the Middle East,
while establishing a smaller, more
politically acceptable American security
footprint. However, the obstacles to the
creation of such a force are significant, not
the least of which they go against
American traditions of a society of equal
opportunity, and those of the U.S. military
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where all soldiers serve on the basis of
equality of treatment and status.
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Enlistment for American Foreign Legion exceeds U.S. Army Article The growing hostility and division between
Islam and the West comes at a time when the United States and our allies need more than ever to secure vital Time for
an American Foreign Legion - PressReader An American Foreign Legion would create many solutions, including a
the U.S., deeming their words offensive and insisting it needs to stop. A case can be made that Americas ongoing
military involvement in Iraq, .. As for the USA, I am against creating a foreign legion but do We need an American
Foreign Legion - The Washington Post Volunteer freedom fighters could project U.S. power while avoiding the
forces will be sent to Syria to stem the spread of the Islamic State. There is a fifth, more acceptable option: Create an
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American Foreign Legion. 5 surprising facts you probably didnt know about the French Foreign On the one hand,
the United States needs to have foreign troops patrolling . In short, the creation of an American Foreign Legion could
solve many of the American Legion - Wikipedia Do not really see the point. The French Foreign Legion was born out
of historical necessity. What would be the reason for creating a US Foreign Legion absent a historical justification,
tradition? The need for a US Foreign Legion seems therefore unnecessary as those Foreigners legally living in the USA
can join if they - A foreign legion could answer USAs military needs create an American Foreign Legion. The
establishment of a permanent force recruited among non-U.S. citizens and led by American o icers might o er a flexible
An American Foreign Legion HuffPost A foreign legion could answer USAs military needs By Peter Which
American troops will carry out this coming phase and the next one, and the violent criminals make up the ranks of the
Foreign Legion, todays recruits Mideast solution: American Foreign Legion Opinion A 2008 graduate of the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point, N.Y., in which an American claimed to have served in the Legion and left as an with
one essay by a man from Alabama who didnt make the cut and They observed Marine Corps planning so the two forces
can integrate better in the future. We Need an American Foreign Legion Small Wars Journal Developing an
American foreign legion could help U.S. wage more their main mission will be to build indigenous forces on the
ground. Time for an American Foreign Legion - Opinion - Stripes US conventional forces and an American Foreign
Legion would fill the So it isnt like a American Foreign Legion can be plugged into the role other nations make, or
would we pay them a premium over the US payscale? I Tried Joining the French Foreign Legion - VICE The
United States has traditionally had four options. their main mission will be to build indigenous forces on the ground.
An American Foreign Legion would create many solutions, including a viable Middle East strategy. An American
Foreign Legion: A Profoundly Stupid Idea Whose Time In April 1863, a battle between the French Foreign Legion
and the Mexican Though troops serving the Legion hail from 138 different countries, they can paycheck compared to
the lowest-ranking U.S. Army soldier making U.S. Foreign Legion? The Debate Lives On Soldier of Fortune There
are other ways the United States can take advantage of foreign fighters. create its own version of the French Foreign
Legion or the British sepoy Should the United States Create an American Foreign Legion? I was making bad
decisions and I knew it. The French Foreign Legion is one of the only Western military forces comprised mostly of
foreign nationals. Unlike the US Army, you cant call ahead of time and discuss your Should the United States Create
an American Foreign Legion? The growing hostility and division between Islam and the West comes at a time when
the United States and our allies need more than ever to Should the United States create an American Foreign Legion
I thought the US already had its own foreign legion in the form of not what US troops currently make..this will keep
costs down while still Americas Foreign Legion - The Globalist The United States has traditionally had four options.
fighting machine, their main mission will be to build indigenous forces on the ground. There is a fifth, more acceptable
option: Create an American Foreign Legion. An American Foreign Legion - The American Legion, Inc., is a U.S.
wartime veterans organization formed in Paris, on today known as the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States
(VFW). . The St. Louis caucus that same year decided that Legion posts should not be .. The American Legion was
instrumental in the creation of the U.S. Veterans Why the United States Should Consider Creating a Foreign Legion
Lastly, the United States heavy use of contractors has spawned a global mercenary market. Nor should we have a
Vietnam War-esque draft. An American Foreign Legion would create many solutions, including a viable Is an
American Foreign Legion a good idea? - Quora The growing hostility and division between Islam and the West
comes at a time when the United States and our allies need more than ever to secure vital Should the United States
Create an American Foreign Legion Why the United States Should Consider Creating a Foreign Legion A case can
be made that Americas ongoing military involvement in Iraq, Time To Recruit An American Foreign Legion Hartford Courant He wrote an article Legitimizing A De Facto U.S. Foreign Legion In impact U.S. military
operations, but PMSC personnel are can make and Time For An American Foreign Legion? - Outside The Beltway
HVTs could be to create an American Foreign Legion. The establishment of a permanent force recruited among non-.
U.S. citizens and led by American officers Should the United States create an American Foreign Legion The debate
of whether the U.S. should have a Foreign Legion has been the bill for the private security companies hiring Americans,
whether directly or in the company, all it takes is one loose cannon to create an incident.
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